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Background 
• Precision agriculture is still limited by a lack of 

hardware/software systems interoperability.  
• AgGateway, a nonprofit consortium of 240+ companies, 

leveraged its cross-section of precision ag stakeholders to 
propose a collaborative solution: its ADAPT team created an 
open-source, field operations common object model.  

• The goal: replace current systems’ need to support multiple, 
incompatible data formats, with a single integration to the 
common object model and a system of manufacturer-
specific format-conversion plug-ins.  
– This enables reading/writing to new systems with marginal 

development cost.  
• The common object model meets requirements from 

AgGateway’s SPADE and PAIL projects, including 
compatibility with the ISO11783-10 standard (ISOXML) and 
participant companies’ own systems.  
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The Problem 
• Growers need to collect increasing amounts of field 

operations data. 
• This usually includes significant amounts of frequently-

changing geopolitical-context-dependent information 
(e.g., EPA numbers, FSA numbers, tax data, etc.) 

• Capturing all of this data in the object model of farm 
management information system (FMIS) software is a 
moving target, unless it were somehow possible to 
decouple the infrequently- and frequently-changing 
aspects of the FMIS data model. 

• In terms of requirements thus placed on a data model, 
an FMIS object model should simultaneously be: 
– Simple/generic vs comprehensive/specific 
– Static vs dynamic: Controlled vocabulary vs extensibility 
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Presentation Notes
In terms of requirements thus placed on a data model, an FMIS object model should simultaneously be:- Generic, simple and compact enough to be easily understood and used, as well as accepted from an international perspective (which would suggest staying free of regionally-specific clutter), but still be able to support the capture & communication of necessary region-specific (i.e., geopolitical-context-dependent) data needed by growers and their partners as part of their business processes (simple/generic vs comprehensive/specific)- Able to express data with a controlled vocabulary (so everyone can understand what it means), but allowing that controlled vocabulary to be continually updated to match the nature of data requirements (static vs dynamic)



The Proposed Solution: The ContextItem 

• ADAPT reconciled the contradictions by defining 
an object class, the ContextItem, that can be 
attached to various other objects in the common 
object model.  

• A ContextItem is a key/value structure where the 
“key” code references a ContextItemDefinition 
that defines what each ContextItem means.  
– The “value” is composed of a string value along with 

data needed to interpret it (such as a unit of measure) 
or a nested list of other CIs (e.g. PLSS cadastral 
information.)  
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The ContextItem Object 
o Code identifies what a given 

ContextItem contains: think if it as a 
number that identifies what Value 
means: is it a PLSS Township number? 
An FSA Tract ID? An EPA Number? A 
PLSS Prime Meridian string? 

o ValueUoM specifies, where 
appropriate, a unit of measure for 
Value.  We draw from a controlled 
vocabulary of unit of measure codes  
(UN Rec 20). 

o TimeScopes provides the ContextItem 
with a temporal context. 

o NestedItems enables a hierarchical 
organization of nested ContextItems, 
suitable for multi-attribute data (e.g., 
US PLSS cadastral data) 
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ContextItem Examples 



The ContextItemDefinition Object 

o Provides a rich definition of 
how a specific (as per Code) 
ContextItem’s value should be 
entered / displayed. 

o ValueType specifies the data 
type of ContextItem.Value. 

o Lexicalizations allow multi-
language support. 

o Properties encapsulate values 
along with (enumerated) 
ContextItems.  
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The ContextItemDefinition Object 
o NestedIDefIds specifies a 

hierarchical ContextItem. 
o Presentations specify, via a 

regular expression, how to 
enter & display the 
ContextItem.Value. 

o ModelScopeIds specify what 
classes in the ADAPT & ISO 
object models a given 
ContextItem can be attached to. 

o GeoPoliticalContextIds specify 
what geopolitical context (e.g., 
EU, Lithuania, Wisconsin) a 
given ContextItem  is defined 
for.  
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C.I. ValueType Examples 

Integer North American / DOT Number 
FSA Farm Number 

Double FSA area of a field 
Cotton micronaire value 

String EPA number 

DateTime KY Drivers’ License Expiration Date 

Boolean OECD certified crop variety? 
Restricted-use pesticide? 

Enumerated EPPO Crop Code 
PLSS Principal Meridian 

Nested PLSS record (contains Principal Meridian, 
Township, Range, Section, etc.) 



Specific Example Use Cases 

• Harvested Commodity 
– It is important to for regulatory (e.g., crop insurance) 

purposes to capture what is being removed from the field: 
planted corn/maize can be used for grain, forage, stalks 
and biomass 

• Crop 
– Different manufacturers have their own crop lists; different 

jurisdictions have their own lists with regulatory 
implications 

• Operational technique / cultural practice 
– Regulatory implications (e.g., US NRCS) 
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Deployment via an API 

• AgGateway’s SPADE project implemented a 
RESTful API to provide a machine-readable 
vocabulary of CIDs (in www.contextitem.org) 

• The API can be searched by: 
– ModelScope 
– Geopolitical Context 
– Status 
– Keyword 
– TimeScope 

• AgGateway’s Standards & Guidelines Committee 
created an ad-hoc group to manage the 
vocabulary.  
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Applicability to ISOXML 

• The CI system can be used jointly with 
ISOXML’s feature of associating unique IDs to 
its own locally-scoped IDs (defined in  
ISO 11783-10 Annex E.)  

• This enables adding geopolitical-context-
dependent data to ISOXML’s otherwise generic 
and highly machine-specific scope, with no 
modifications.  
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What does this all mean? 

• Enables incremental progress 
• Extensibility is decoupled from data model 

versions 
• Minimal a priori knowledge needed for use 
• A starting point for richer semantics in field 

operations data exchange 
• Enabling the use of existing controlled 

vocabularies 
• Encoding proprietary payloads 
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Enabling incremental progressThe ContextItem system provides a way to preserve the simplicity of data models that utilize it by allowing these models to first focus on expressing "universal" ideas with their core objects and then enhancing those objects with geopolitical-context-dependent specifics through ContextItem(s). New models (like ADAPT) can thus start simple and grow organically over time.  Likewise, existing models (like ISO11783) can be extended in a dynamic, data-driven way. This is all possible because the system provides a powerful test bench for data model improvements: a ContextItemDefinition (conceivably not restricted to geopolitical-context-dependent attributes) can be proposed, tested in real world usage, and subsequently either incorporated into the data model as an object class attribute, kept for use as a ContextItem, or abandoned entirely.Extensibility is decoupled from data model versionsThe ContextItem system allows for the common object model (and other standards) to be extended without requiring the release of a new version of the standard. This is critically important in industrial IT environments, where updating to a new version of a data standard generally represents a huge expenditure of resources in migration, training, security audits, and so forth. Following a data-driven approach enables users to retain the same standard version implementation for a longer period while also allowing progress outside of the traditionally slow standards making process.The use of external code lists to support data exchange in an industry is not a novel concept: a prime example of their use is the ISO20022 standard used internationally by the financial industry. There is usually a tradeoff in such usage, in that using external code lists makes it harder to validate a particular instance of the data model (because the code list is not built into the model itself.) We believe that the impact of this problem is minimized in the ContextItem system, because all of the ContextItemDefinition(s) (and their associated enumeration items) are readily available through the ContextItem API in a single-format. Thus, implementing the mechanism to validate a ContextItem against all of the (limited number of) possible ContextItem value types enables validating all possible ContextItems. This makes for very efficient and scalable use of the system. Minimal a priori knowledge needed for useFMIS developers have heretofore often been forced to hard-code geopolitical-context-dependent attributes (often in rapidly-changing regulatory contexts), and have had to manage multiple geopolitical-context-specific versions of their software. This increases costs, and limits the implementation scalability (and market expansion) of FMIS products.The ContextItem system should bring welcome relief, because it allows for the collection and communication of data yet does not require the facilitating software to understand what that data means. This has rather revolutionary implications for farm management information systems (FMIS):When allowing the user to enter data to describe a given object (say, a person, a field, or a document) the FMIS can search the ContextItem API by ModelScope and/or GeoPoliticalContext to find what ContextItemDefinitions are available for the object being entered.The ContextItem API can then deliver, for each of the available ContextItemDefinitions for that ModelScope, all the data the FMIS needs to present the user with a user interface to populate the ContextItem.Thus, by virtue of integrating once with the ContextItem system, a FMIS can allow users in multiple geographies to enter data specific to those geographies, without making any changes to the code of the FMIS. Moreover, as the list of ContextItemDefinitions for a given GeoPoliticalContext grows, the FMIS becomes progressively able to enter more and more data pertaining to the local business processes.A starting point for richer semantics in field operations data exchangeBusiness-process-specific data exchange among different FMIS is currently very limited by proprietary implementations of geopolitical-context-dependent data. In practice this translates to inter-FMIS data exchange being very infrequent. The ContextItem system is a major step toward building a semantically-rich vocabulary for industry-supported, local-business-process-aware data exchange in production agriculture field operations. The authors hope this will translate into greater electronic communication between growers and their trusted partners, a corresponding greater accuracy and efficiency, and less opportunity for error. Enabling the use of existing controlled vocabulariesVarious communities (research, industry, government) have made a great collective effort over time to develop controlled vocabularies for use in agriculture. Examples include the AGROVOC thesaurus developed by FAO, the US National Resource Conservation Service’s list of management templates (NRCS, n.d.) , and the European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization (EPPO) lists of plants, pests and pathogens (EPPO, 2015). An informal survey of industry participants suggested that more widespread adoption of these vocabularies has been limited by the need for ad-hoc implementations in FMIS to enable their use. The “one-size-fits-all’ ContextItem system enables the widespread use of controlled vocabularies: if it can be encoded as a ContextitemDefinition, any ContextItem-enabled FMIS can instantly use it. Encoding proprietary payloadsDuring the development of the AgGateway Reference Data API system, several manufacturers expressed interest in leveraging their investment in Reference Data API infrastructure to deliver premium content to selected subsets of users of the API (e.g., paying or otherwise special customers.) The ContextItem system is consistent with this idea of enabling premium (and/or proprietary) content delivery. 



Future Development 
• Anyone can submit new ContextItemDefinitions through 

AgGateway's Standards and Guidelines committee.  
– Expected publication date of the process: late 2016. 

• ContextItemDefinitions are distributed through a RESTful API 
– Expected publication date of the API documentation: late 2016 
– Content could (and should) be cached locally in users’ systems. 

• Architecting mechanisms to assert relationships between 
ContextItemDefinition(s), ContextItemEnumItem(s), and 
external sources of information. This will enable: 
– Linking ContextItemDefinitions or ContextItemEnumItems to 

definitions such as those found in AGROVOC or AgGateway’s 
AgGlossary (www.agglossary.org), and  

– Asserting relationships among ContextItemEnumItems from 
different vocabularies (e.g., different machinery manufacturers’ 
crop lists). 
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Questions? 
(Including how you can participate) 

 
andres.ferreyra@agconnections.com 
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